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Part of a Team:  The gable is sized to sit flush with the top 

& bottom of the adjacent wall unit. In depth, the gable 

should reach from the wall past the carcass to sit flush with 

the doors. 

Once you are ready to attach your gable, place into position and check if 

any trimming is required for the wall. While a small gap can be sealed 

with silicon at the end of your project, you should aim to have a neat as 

possible finish. 

Make it Flush: Start by removing your doors or drawers 

so you have access to the inside of the cabinet. 

Place the gable into position and then clamp securely against the 

cabinet. Do one final check for size and position before screwing 

tightly from within using 28mm screws…  

Up to four screws in each corner will be sufficient to secure the ga-

ble. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Once secured, look for the white screw caps for a finished look... 

Be careful not to drive the screw too far through the 

other side of the gable. 

Gable ends: are best used to provide a finished end to a 

run of cabinets and are to easy install. 

The three types of gable ends are all very similar: 

(1) the Base gable is made 580mm deep and will sit flush with your 

doors—note the kickboard will run into this gable. Your benchtop 

will extend over this by 35mm for a finished looking end. 

 

(2) the Wall gable is 320mm deep to flush with the doors. 

 

(3) the Tall Gable is 

630mm deep and 

when used on either 

side of a tall unit will 

result in a neat and 

deliberate break in 

the kick line along the 

floor. 
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Ready to finish. Your wall gables are at visual height so 

it pays to take your time and finish with a neat fit. 

 

Finish your wall gable to fits neatly with the bottom of your 

carcasses and check it stands forward with the line of your 

doors. 

Finally, for a neat finish plan ahead with your splashback so 

the gable finishes in line with your splashback…  
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SEPW: 

Wall End Panel 


